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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the potential of using game jams to engage
with game developers in order to address issues related to
inclusivity in games. Based on extensive critical analysis of local
cooperative games, we have identified a number of issues in
relation to how the socio-technical system (software, hardware,
cultural norms, etc.) casts female players in restricted roles. These
findings were used as input into two game jams where participants
were tasked with creating game concepts that would address the
inclusivity issues we identified. In this process, we discovered that
it is difficult to simultaneously operate on a critical reflective level
of analysis at the same time as engaging in concrete creative
work. Changing the mix of voices – by inviting designers known
for inclusivity advocacy and drastically increasing the number of
female participants – allowed us to maintain the intended focus on
the underlying issues more effectively in the second workshop.
This, however, came at the expense of silencing less advocacyinclined participants.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A professional game designer aims to provide an experience that
is a good fit for the player. In this process, they expend substantial
effort and resources to test the game, but also make numerous
assumptions about the player along the way based on internal
mental models [26].
These models can be inaccurate and biased in different ways.
Male designers may, for instance, make assumptions about female
players based on gender stereotypes, which can lead to the
creation of unintended obstacles to inclusivity in the design of the
games. It is not just game designers who run the risk of creating
barriers against inclusivity: players can also unintentionally act in
ways that deter participants who do not fit stereotypical models of
who a gamer is. Game developers, the gaming community, as well
as other stakeholders such as hardware manufacturers and
platform owners, all participate in the act of projecting a preconceived idea of the player [17].
The Recasting Player Two project focuses on engaging with the
development community to work together on the challenge of
creating better cooperative games. This paper explores the
possibilities of using game jams to engage with game developers
in order to address issues related to inclusivity in digital and
physical games; specifically, we investigate the possibility of
establishing a format for this type of event that can enable the
impact we are aiming for.
Local co-op has become popular both within video and board
games in recent years. Collaborative modes of interaction carry
the potential for many interesting and underexplored player
experiences. However, based on extensive critical analysis of
local co-op games, we have identified a number of issues in
relation to the socio-technical systems (software, hardware,
cultural norms, etc.) that inform and underpin co-op experiences.
The Recasting Player Two project is currently focused on how
female players are often cast in restricted roles [17].
Inspired by action research, a methodology for intervention,
development and change within communities of practice [2], we

invited game designers to collaborate with us on finding solutions
to these problems. Just as Ehn’s [9] groundbreaking participatory
design projects relied on skilled professionals to take part in
shaping solutions, we have relied on invited participants to make
expert contributions to the challenges that we have provided.
Following Schön’s [30] ideas of the reflective practitioner,
Löwgren and Stolterman’s [23] notion of thoughtful interaction
design, and Suchman’s [34] feminist perspective on alternative
practices of technology production, we believe that representatives of the development community can play an important role
in addressing these issues.
The overall goal of the events can be divided into four parts: 1) to
generate new and interesting concepts and examples that can
serve as inspiration to the greater community of practice; 2) to use
design as a shared language for building and strengthening
connections between design practitioners and academics engaging
with design studies; 3) to work as catalysts for processes that can
instill further impact within the participants’ organizations and
networks; 4) to explore the methodology of action research
intervention through creative collaboration.
This paper focuses on the fourth objective. Here, we reflect on
using game jams as potential sites for impacting a community of
practice while utilizing the skills and expertise of the
representatives from this community. More specifically, the paper
focuses on what we have learned from the first two events and
provide some thoughts towards a more robust model for future
events.
In our attempts to find a formula for this type of action research
collaboration, we rely on establishing a rich picture [6] of the
events themselves, and analyzing these empirical materials to
better understand the dynamics involved as a way towards
improving the structure for our future events, but also to
disseminate these insights to the academic and development
communities, as well as to the general public.
There are numerous efforts aimed at using game jams as ways to
increase diversity in the development community. Some of the
ones we have been involved in include Arabic Game Jam [15] and
QUILTBAG Jam [8]. While we have drawn on our experience
with these and other events, as well as literature discussing similar
projects [31, 8], it is important to distinguish these endeavors from
ours: we are enrolling the participants as expert collaborators to
conduct design explorations [11], i.e. investigate specific issues
through design, while traditional game jams focus on the games
themselves.
The research methods we have used can be divided into three
categories. Our critique of the current state of local co-op
interaction modes rests on a theoretical foundation from
game/interaction criticism [4, 12], feminist media and technology
studies in general [21, 27, 36], and game studies in particular [5,
19, 29, 32, 35, 37]. Most of this work was done prior to the
Recasting Player Two project, and serves as an a priori premise
for the events, but we have maintained an iterative movement
between interpretation of the meaning of co-op games as cultural
artifacts, and the act of creating new instances of this category of
artifacts throughout the project. While resource consuming, we
have found this approach fruitful since the two activities greatly
inform each other.
For the design exploration, we draw our methodological approach
from design studies [10, 11, 39]. The project group, just as the
MIT Game Lab as a whole, consists of a mix of academics and

design practitioners. The lab frequently conducts in-house design
projects, but we still acknowledge that bringing in professional
developers can raise the level of sophistication of the design work.
While we claim ownership of the concepts developed during the
events as examples to analyze, we also encourage the design
professionals to further develop the ideas into commercially
viable products. In fact, both workshops yielded ideas that some
participants expressed interest in developing further.
For the purposes of the project, however, the most important
aspect is the process itself. We see conceptualization and low
fidelity prototyping as a way of externalizing thoughts and ideas,
similar to the process of writing. It is also a deeply collaborative
process which means that it functions as a mode of
communication. While “good examples” serve an important
function in spreading design ideas, they are also hard to
reproduce. The more detailing and refinement a prototype has, the
more the qualities of the artifact will be connected to the specifics
of that particular instance [1]. This means that for our purposes, it
is the early stages of conceptualization and prototyping that are
the most significant. What sets our design explorations apart from
most other Game Jams is that we focus on the underlying issues
we are examining rather than on the games we are making.
The final set of methodological sources concern the establishment
of a rich picture of the process we are developing. A large part of
this work is the qualitative study of practitioners in action that we
have conducted during the events. We have engaged in
participatory and non-participatory observations [24], which have
generated the empirical materials that we analyze in this paper.

2. CASTING PLAYER TWO
2.1 Modes of Interaction and Casting
There are many different possible modes of interaction between
players within the cooperative games paradigm. The academic
literature only offers rough categorizations, such as Avedon’s [3]
interaction patterns. Earlier efforts within the Co-Located
Collaborative Games (CLCG) project has involved sketching a
slightly more refined model accounting for role characteristics
that influence the interaction modes, such as hidden roles and
traitors, and dynamic changes during the game. This tentative
effort, however, only acknowledges a few aspects of interaction
modes and roles related to the specific research questions we have
addressed [33].
Given the issues we will be addressing here, and for the sake of
clarity and brevity, we will focus on “pure” cooperative games.
This means that all players share the same objective throughout
the entirety of the game, they all know that the other players share
the same objective, and they win or lose together1.
The majority of video games we have analyzed are two-player
games. This is the dominant form of local cooperative digital
games. The way the game systems are constructed, one of the
players is almost always designated as Player One (P1), and the
second player as Player Two (P2). P1 may be the person using the
1

Even within pure co-op games, there sometimes exists qualifiers
such as the “award ceremony” in The Legend of Zelda: Four
Swords Adventures [25] or the “Master Slayer” title in Castle
Panic [7]. It could be argued that these qualifiers sometimes are
so prominent that the game no longer should be considered a
pure co-op game. We draw the line at clear statements (in the
game, rulebook, or elsewhere by voices of authority) that
players lose together, but win individually.

controls to the left on an arcade machine, or the controller
connected to the left port on the console. Sometimes it is the
person starting the game, or the first active user when the game is
started.
There is more at stake in the selection of roles as P1 and P2 than
one might think. As part of the long-term umbrella project CLCG,
we have played and critically analyzed over a hundred local co-op
games paying special attention to, among other things, how P1
and P2 are treated differently by the system.
We have found that P1 is often treated as an expert player and the
a priori center of attention, while P2 is seen as a less skilled and
less engaged player, which leads to restrictions to P2’s play
experience. P2 may, for instance, not be able to navigate as freely
as P1 in the game world. Sometimes the game camera follows P1,
while P2 is unable to move outside of that frame, or suffers a
penalty for doing so. This effectively tethers P2 to P1.
P2 may also lack control of the experience in other ways. It is
common for P1 to be the only player who can make menu
selections or bypass cut scenes. The system often assigns
ownership of the play experience exclusively to P1. This can be in
the form of save files, which record the progress in the game
enabling P1 to continue playing on their own or with someone
else, while P2 can only continue playing together with P1.
Another example of this ownership is achievement tracking.
Achievements are persistent public reward systems separate from
the rest of the game connected to optional in-game challenges that
some players experience as an important aspect of the play
experience [16, 18]; often, only P1 receives achievements for
accomplishments performed cooperatively. P2 is also often given
a less rich visual representation than P1. Sometimes only P1 can
change armor or weapons. Sometimes P2 does not even get their
own avatar and is instead only represented by a cursor on the
screen [17].
The term “casting” originally refers to the act of matching actors
to roles in a film. We use the term to gesture towards the use of
stereotypes in typecasting people into certain roles, which in the
film studies field has been considered within frameworks of race
and gender [21]. We use casting as a way of understanding how a
multiplicity of actors (as understood in actor-network theory [22])
and stakeholders jointly generate roles for the player to inhabit.

2.2 Girlfriend Modes and Alpha Gamers
There is a trend in the game development industry towards trying
to expand potential audiences by including “non-gamers” in
general, and female significant others in particular [38]. This often
translates to the second player being placed in a limited and
assisting role as discussed above. Within the video game industry
and gamer culture, these games are said to have a “girlfriend
mode,” “sidekick mode,” or featuring “assist play.” While players
often express affection both for player roles involving guiding and
protecting the partner, as well as being the player who has a less
crucial impact on the progression and outcome of the mission, the
way asymmetric interaction modes are implemented in local co-op
video games often propagates gender stereotypes.
Cultural and social biases that underpin these systems also work
against the second player. One informant explained her wary
attitude towards co-op games with the fact that her brothers used
to violently pull the controller out of her hands when they were
kids, if she did not do as well in the game as they demanded.
These types of experiences can calcify into behaviors that
propagate false assumptions about who wants to play, when the
more pertinent question is who gets to play?

Our study of co-located collaborative play does not restrict itself
to digital games. While co-op board games very rarely have a
distinct P2, and therefore no girlfriend mode as such, there is a
related phenomenon known as the alpha gamer issue. An alpha
gamer is someone who gives frequent and excessive advice to the
other players about what they should do during their turns. This
can stem from the alpha gamer having a better understanding of
the game system or believing that they do. In its most extreme
form, the alpha gamer may start to physically move the other
players’ pieces, essentially removing them from participation
altogether.

2.3 Designing For the Other
The girlfriend mode issue can be directly connected to a male
dominated game development industry where developers
unintentionally place themselves in the role of P1 and – again
unintentionally – design against P2. In the case of alpha gamers,
the phenomenon instead appears as a result of the interaction
mode of the game and cultural biases combining to shape the play
experience. While these terms may be evocative on their own, we
wish to focus on the underlying ethos that results in the creation of
such limited possibilities for players cast in secondary roles.
In order to do so, we must keep in mind the gendered nature of the
casting process. In video games, P2 is not only assumed to be a
woman or a child, but also to be less capable than P1. Alpha
gamer behavior rests on very similar biased assumptions. The
gendered nature of social interactions, as well as the gender
dynamics that already exist in gaming culture, mean that alpha
gaming behavior carries with it those same dynamics.
If we apply a wider scale perspective, it becomes clear that
discourses and norms in gaming culture (including game
journalism), unintentionally gender-biased mental models among
the developers (including hardware platforms), all affect the
casting of potential players in a way that makes many potential
players feel that they are cast in a role that does not fit who they
really are.

3. RECASTING PLAYER TWO
3.1 The Events
We believe that engaging with developers has the potential to
cultivate a more insightful and reflective approach to co-op game
design. By focusing on thinking together with developers using
the shared language of design, we believe that we can inspire new
and exciting forms of player interaction. Using a participatory
design framework in which we took the roles of subject experts,
we aimed to ensure that all efforts were done in concert with the
invited developers.
The project financing covered two events. Based on availability of
potential participants, we decided to focus on board games in the
first event and digital games for the second. Initially, we did not
plan to make this division, but over the course of planning, the
Boston Game Makers Guild, an organization for board game
designers, approached us regarding a joint event. This gave us the
opportunity to use a smaller amount of the budget on the first
event, and scale up once we had a chance to test our ideas. The
planned date of our second event conflicted with a local board
game convention, forcing the invited board game designers to
decline participation. Since we had focused on board games in the
first event, it made sense to focus on video game specific issues in
the second. With these two events successfully conducted, we
now believe that we are ready to combine topics and participants

from the two fields, since we believe that some subjects are best
dealt with across those demarcation lines.

3.2 First Event
Our first event was held in Boston in mid-October with
participants from MIT Game Lab and Boston Game Makers
Guild. This event revolved around harnessing the power of the
alpha gamer without punishing them for their interest in the game.
Instead, we aimed to design ways to channel their impulses to
control the actions of fellow players into something constructive,
so that they and others could enjoy the game without stifling their
different play styles.
We used the Scheller Teacher and Education Program’s lab space
at the MIT Media Lab. It is an open space with tables and chairs
that can be configured to facilitate group work (see figure 1). It
also has a large TV screen that we used for an informal
presentation at the beginning of the event outlining our existing
research into local co-op games, and elaboration on the alpha
gamer issue. We highlighted existing strategies for handling alpha
gamers, such as the introduction of a timer or by limiting
information to cut down on opportunities for alpha gamers to
direct the game, but questioned whether we have to design against
alpha gaming, rather than seeing the phenomenon as a design
opportunity. The presentation culminated with a challenge to the
participants: “Can the alpha gamer be used for good?”

together a diverse group of game industry professionals, developers and academics to tackle the more specific issue of passive play
and asymmetric local co-op video games. We started the day with
a full group session (see figure 2). We posed several questions to
our attendees: how could we create games that afford different
levels and types of interaction, investment, difficulty and
specialization? And in doing so, how might we create more
inclusive spaces not just for women, but for other underrepresented groups in gaming as well?

Figure 2. Introduction in full group.
We then moved to a meeting room with a whiteboard (figure 3).
During the discussion that followed, we identified several key
ideas – game mechanics we wanted to consider, problematic
elements we hoped to solve, player types we wanted to design for
– that we then used to split into four groups based on interest.
After three hours of work, each group presented a concept for a
digital game based on the interests they identified. Groups were
given materials for physical prototyping, but were encouraged to
focus on the core idea of their game, not necessarily on making a
playable prototype.

Figure 1. Participants engaged in conceptualization.
.
The participants were split into three groups, including the project
members, and tasked with coming up with game concepts.
Proposed designs ranged from formalizing the position of advicegiver while creating some kind of mechanical tradeoff for advicegiving, to having the alpha gamer play a “managerial” role, in
which they would advise other players but not control any game
pieces themselves.
Each of the three concepts assumed different themes. One game,
tentatively dubbed “Silent Orchestra”, was set in a high-fantasy
world where players fought against monsters. It placed the alpha
gamer in the role of a formal advice-giver who could advise other
players on the challenges they would face. Another, “I Told You
So”, cast the players in the roles of teen horror movie characters
trying to find a way out of a haunted house. Players had to keep
their actions to themselves, but could get more information to
share with the team in exchange for some kind of handicap. The
last group explored the alpha-gamer-as-manager concept, using
the analogy of a rowing team in which roles differ in level of
responsibility and activity.

3.3 Second Event
The second event took place in November at the MIT Game Lab.
Building on the insights from the first event, we resolved to bring

Figure 3. Generation and discussion of key ideas.
At the end of this session, we reconvened and presented our ideas.
Common to all the groups was a desire to rethink the primacy of
player one in cooperative games, but each group approached this
problem differently. One group presented a collaborative poetry
creation game in which players could adopt different roles to
together write and edit poems; they hoped to break down
problematic social structures that privilege certain play styles by
cultivating the shared emotional experience of poetry writing.
Another group considered spectatorship, its unique pleasures, and
the ways it can become a game of its own. They presented a game
in which spectators could intervene in game worlds by adding

obstacles and changing maps. The third group structured their
game around the sharing of tasks between players, who could
choose to make later jobs easier by doing different tasks earlier in
the game. The final group intervened into single player branching
narrative games by designing a game in which player one
controlled branching dialogue choices, while other players
controlled the arms and hands of the protagonist, forcing player
one to be accountable for their decisions and sometimes affecting
the branching narrative itself.

all men. The group was also fairly homogenous regarding age and
ethnicity, with nearly all participants being fairly young white
men. Just as when we presented on this subject to different groups
of game developers, they agreed with our claims regarding issues
that need to be addressed. At other events and discussions, we
have encountered pushback against the framing of this problem as
a gender issue, but in this case, there was no discussion on the
topic. It is unclear whether this was because everyone was
completely on board, or if it was a symptom of the structure of the
event, where the next step on the agenda was to start coming up
with creative solutions.
While this strengthens the assumption that using design as a
common ground can enhance participant engagement, we felt that
part of the message we were trying to convey – the gendered
dynamic inherent in co-operative gameplay – was pushed to the
background. It is convenient to direct focus to the technicalities of
creating game mechanics that solve a specific issue, rather than
contending with the complex issues of sexism in the development
community. In this regard, the act of design works counter to our
objectives: the design process is, at its core, a draining of
complexity out of a problem space to leave behind one concrete
solution.

Figure 4. Eating and Discussing.
The event was catered, providing lunch and dinner for the
participants. We took advantage of this to cultivate discussions on
the theme of the game jam, as well as the state of the game
industry in general, during these breaks (figure 4). Serving the
food in a lounge space directly connected to the other rooms may
have contributed to the continuation of the discussions.

4. DISCUSSION
Both events were advertised to participants as game jams, in that
game creation was touted as the focus of the event, and that
interesting and experimental design would occur based on
constraints given by the facilitators [20].
Unlike many game jams, however, these events had much tighter
time constraints, the first event lasting three hours on a weeknight
and the second for eight hours during a weekday. Because of this,
participants during both events were forced to adjust their
expectations; they were not creating games but rather game
sketches using game design techniques.
Common game jam ideation practices were used, largely pulled
from Fullerton’s “play-centric” approaches of brainstorming and
paper prototyping [14]. Team formation practices focused on
speed of organization. In the first event, this meant that teams
were formed randomly and each small team brainstormed on their
own. Not all teams had the time to both brainstorm and create a
working prototype in the time allotted. In the second event, after
the roundtable discussion the full group brainstormed possible
design areas together (Figure 3), and then utilized the ‘capitalist’
approach to team formation, choosing which aspect of the
problem they wanted to work on for the remainder of the day [28].
One twist to this approach was that the facilitator ensured that
each of these small teams had participants with both academic and
professional backgrounds, using what Pirker and Voll would call
“Supervised Group Forming,” but in the context of participants’
discipline context rather than technical skills or experience level.
The first event was announced on the website Meetup.com. The
self-selected group of designers that showed up for the event were

For the second event, we carefully selected voices that we wanted
to have represented. Our hope was that involving designers who
are vocal about issues of inclusivity in design would better
maintain the complexity of the politics involved throughout the
process.
Indeed, in our experience of the second event, we did find that the
critical stance was kept alive to a greater extent throughout the
day. The phenomenon of focusing on specificities of the creative
process to the detriment of higher level reflections was, however,
still present. Another issue that emerged was that a few advocacyfocused participants dominated discussions to the point that others
may have felt excluded or reluctant to contribute. Splitting up into
smaller groups helped mitigate this issue somewhat, but it became
apparent as soon as we reconvened into the larger group.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Our organizational formula seems simple: 1) Take findings from
an academic research project; 2) invite academics who have
internalized our findings with practitioners; 3) facilitate a game
jam or design-focused discussion; 4) watch the enlightened
practitioners spread their findings within their community through
their practices. We still believe that the formula itself is full of
potential; however, in order to bear out this potential it is
necessary to think carefully about the details of the event’s
execution.
It is a delicate curation exercise to arrange a game jam that not
only raises awareness of problems that need to be addressed
within the development community, but that also solicits the
expertise and skills of the participants of that community in
working on solutions. By inviting practitioners who are known for
being strong active voices supporting the message that we aimed
to communicate, the message was amplified. This came at the cost
of diminished dialogue.
We think it is telling that one of the designers who was not
selected for their activism, but as an industry representative and
for their design skills, took a rare one-on-one opportunity – rather
than speaking during our open discussion sessions – to ask one of
the facilitators questions about the message we wanted to convey,
and what we hoped they would do once they got back to their

development studio. The group dynamics among the participants
tipped towards strong condemnation of current industry practices
in a way that inhibited some of the conversations we wanted to
occur. The second event improved on the first in its focus on
broader political and social issues surrounding game development,
but there is still much room for improvement in cultivating
dialogue.
Finally, expertise in curation is not enough; perhaps more
important is the emergent structuring and facilitation of the events
as they happen. These events are impossible to detach from their
context; while a formula is useful to an extent, it does not
preclude the need for skilled and experienced facilitators who not
only understand the use of design as a rhetorical device, but also
master the anatomy and mechanics of game jams.
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